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Spy from a Distance
A hybrid documentary film about the revelation of hidden identities during
WWII and today.
A WWII intelligence officer’s hidden past comes
to light as his grandson starts looking into his
grandfather’s activities as a scout patrol leader
and his international spy networks. The main
character’s grandfather and his team operated
under a continuous Soviet threat to report their
observations first to Germany and its allies and
then after the war to NATO while trying to cover
their tracks.
PRODUCTION COMPANY KINOCOMPANY
LENGTH 90’
STATUS OF PRODUCTION IN DEVELOPMENT
BUDGET 393 897 €
ESTIMATED DELIVERY DATE Q4/2023
LOOKING FOR FINANCING, CO-PRODUCER

As the mystery unfolds, a surprising picture
of Finland as a central player in international
intelligence is revealed and the protagonist’s
observations of the secrets that have been
passed down through generations and affected
him, make us all reflect on our own identity
today.

DIRECTOR ARI MATIKAINEN
PRODUCERS ARI MATIKAINEN, KATJA KOIVISTO
& KIUR AARMA
PRODUCER’S EMAIL ARI@KINOCOMPANY.FI
FINNISH BROADCASTER YLE

Dangerous Play
When a Kenyan star athlete is accused of gang rape, the only person who sticks by
him is his Finnish girlfriend. They start the fight of a lifetime.
2018 The sky is wide open for Frank Wanyama: a
celebrated star athlete in Kenya, with a contract
ready to sign for the NY Giants. And he’s in love:
he met a bright Finnish diplomat student, Sonja,
a few weeks earlier.
The poor boy sleeping on park benches, suffering
hunger and loneliness, and finally all his hard
work is carrying results. Future is golden. And
then in a blink of an eye, it’s all gone.
A young woman writes an accusation of rape
on social media. She names Frank and his friend
Alex.
2019 Trial: Frank is found guilty and sentenced
to one of world’s worst penitentiaries, Kamiti
Prison. 15 years. Sonja reads peoples’ comments
online. They laugh at her boyfriend, wishing for
him to be hurt, some openly wish him to be
killed. Everyone deserts Frank. Except Sonja.
She hires Kenya’s best human rights lawyer, sells
her apartment to afford his fee, and they start a
fight against a system so corrupt that it could
PRODUCTION COMPANY YELLOW FILM & TV
LENGTH 75’ & 3 X 45’
STATUS OF PRODUCTION PRODUCTION
BUDGET 265 000 €
ESTIMATED DELIVERY DATE Q2/2023
LOOKING FOR GLOBAL DISTRIBUTION, FUNDING

be dangerous to challenge it. Alone in Nairobi,
the young Finn teeters between a raging battle
for her love and losing her sanity. The road to
victory is dark and unkind.
2020 Frank’s lawyer proves grave mistakes by
the court, a second trial is ordered. Frank is let
out of jail. Scared to go outside they bunker
down in their flat. People’s rage and reactions
are unpredictable. The convicted rapist has no
shelter from his countrymen. They just sit and
wait. Weeks, months. Years.
2021 Finally the trial is starting, and they can
prove his innocence. After years of fighting they
hope to start building a future: move to Helsinki.
A home, maybe a family.
One day before the trial Alex, the other man, is
thrown into the limelight in the worst possible
way. The police have filmed him hiring a hitman
to assassin the accusing woman. Everything is
canceled. Reset. Fight. Again.

DIRECTOR HELI SIRVIÖ
PRODUCER EVELIINA KANTOLA
PRODUCER’S EMAIL
EVELIINA.KANTOLA@YELLOWFILM.FI
FINNISH BROADCASTER YLE

Mono No Aware

- Everything in Existence is Temporary
Mono No Aware is a open world virtual reality documentary, in which you can move
around freely inside the Exclusion Zone of the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power
Plant Accident, as well as meet the people who once lived there.
At 2:46 PM the lives of Hidenori, Mao, Kinue and
thousands of others changed, irreversibly.
The Fukushima Daiichi accident on the 11th of
March 2011 is the worst nuclear power plant
accident after Chernobyl. Even after years of
cleanup many of the towns might still never be
opened again. Houses rot away, empty gardens
are now overflown by vegetation, once small
saplings are now full grown trees.
Mono No Aware, Everything in Existence is
Temporary, is a ground breaking open world
free-movement virtual reality documentary. The
viewer can move freely inside the realistically
captured 3D-houses and down the town streets
inside the off-limits Exclusion Zone using their
VR-headset. The experience is similar to a open
world computer game - except everything
around you is real.
The viewer will meet and be guided by the
former residents, who share their memories

PRODUCTION COMPANY WRIGHT & CO
LENGTH NON-LINEAR, AVERAGE TIME IN FILM
15-20’
STATUS OF PRODUCTION IN POST-PRODUCTION
BUDGET 180 000 €
ESTIMATED DELIVERY DATE Q3/2022

about losing their home, about the importance
of community and of their special connection to
the land. The film’s semi-linear storylines create
an unique experience for each viewer.
Here we will introduce three of the six
protagonists:
Hiromi Ishii, 72, isn’t originally from the area, yet
slowly it became her home. Every morning she
would start the fire of the old kitchen stove of
their 1808 built traditional Japanese home and
think about the women who had lived in the
house before her.
Hidenori Konno, 74, lived until the accident in
their fourth generation family owned “ryokan”
guesthouse. He saved over 100 photo albums
from their former home.
Mao Saito, 21, was deeply shaken by the
accident. For long she thought it had happened
because she hadn’t been a good person. She
feels she cannot move onwards in her life.

LOOKING FOR DISTRIBUTION, FINANCING
DIRECTOR TIMO WRIGHT
PRODUCERS ADA JOHNSSON, TIMO WRIGHT
PRODUCER’S EMAIL TIMO@TIMOWRIGHT.COM
CO-PRODUCTION COMPANY KHORA AS (DK)

The Flying Finns
Insider’s View on the World of Rally
The Flying Finns documentary series takes you
in situations which are familiar to the fans of rally
but which the drivers never talk about in public.

How does it feel to lose a close teammate, and
more importantly, how do you get yourself back
in the cockpit and start racing again.

What goes on inside a driver’s head while he’s
going flat out on gravel or survives a near-fatal
accident.

PRESENTED BY YLE SALES
LENGTH 4 X 27-33’
STATUS OF PRODUCTION IN PRODUCTION
BUDGET 500 000 €
ESTIMATED DELIVERY DATE Q3/2022
LOOKING FOR FUNDING

DIRECTOR SIMO SIPOLA
PRODUCER ARI LEHIKOINEN
WORLD SALES MARIA.KIVINEN@YLE.FI,
JUKKA.KAIVOLA@YLE.FI
FINNISH BROADCASTER YLE

Untold Arctic Wars 2
During the Second World War, an iron curtain started to form in the north. On both
sides of it, superpowers were trying to utilise the territory for their own military,
political and economic aims. Untold Arctic Wars 2 will present the significance of
the Arctic region during the Cold War that went on for more than four decades.
For the first time ever, Untold Arctic Wars 2
will present the significance of the Arctic
region during the Cold War that went on for
more than four decades. Already in 1944,
Finland was preparing for large-scale guerrilla
warfare against the Soviet Union. Later, bordercrossing espionage networks for secret missions
were being built throughout the north. Vast
fortifications in Sweden and Norway comprised

PRODUCTION COMPANY NTRNZ MEDIA
FORMAT 6 X 52’ 4K
STATUS OF PRODUCTION IN DEVELOPMENT /
PRE PRODUCTION
BUDGET 1 M €
ESTIMATED DELIVERY DATE Q2/2024
LOOKING FOR FINANCING

the Arctic line of the iron curtain, and the Arctic
Ocean was the setting for a race to the North
Pole and Greenland.
The threat of nuclear war, a geographic
location along missile and air traffic routes, and
submarine war along the coasts of Norway and
Sweden turned the Arctic into one of the hottest
fields of action in the Cold War.

DIRECTORS TEEMU HOSTIKKA
& ANNA-REETA EKSYMÄ
PRODUCERS TEEMU HOSTIKKA
& ANNA-REETA EKSYMÄ
PRODUCER’S EMAIL TEEMU.HOSTIKKA@NTRNZ.COM
WORLD SALES / INTL. DISTRIBUTOR
TVF INTERNATIONAL
FINNISH BROADCASTER YLE (+SVT, NRK, DR & RUV)

Carmen
Carmen is the coming-of-age story of a resourceful girl who is passionate about
dancing. This dynamic documentary follows a fearless Finnish Romany girl for
seven years on her way to adulthood.
Carmen is an observational documentary of
a young Romani girl’s journey into adulthood.
The film follows Carmen’s life for six years as she
prepares for the biggest decision of her life: Will
she continue the Romani tradition and choose to
wear the traditional dress like her grandmother
Tilda and aunt Ramona before her. While
Carmen’s decision is her own, her grandmother
believes that she should wear the Romani dress.
Her aunt Ramona is too scared to voice her
opinion, but secretly disagrees with Tilda.
Carmen was abandoned by her mother as a
baby and now lives in another city with a new
family. This has left deep scars on Carmen. Her
father has not been a stable figure in her life
either because he has had to repeatedly serve
short stints in prison, not that taking care of the
children is considered as a man’s job in Finnish
Romani culture anyway. Due to this, Carmen has
been raised by her grandmother and aunt.
PRODUCTION COMPANY TUFFI FILMS
LENGTH 80’
STATUS OF PRODUCTION IN PRODUCTION
BUDGET 650 000 €
ESTIMATED DELIVERY DATE Q1/2026
LOOKING FOR FINANCING, SALES AGENT,
PRE-SALES, FESTIVALS

Carmen is from a small town up north in
Finland. Not much happens in the city.
Her neighborhoods are full of junkies and
empty apartment buildings which reflect
her socioeconomic status. Carmen struggles
with school and has repeated a year twice
already. Carmen’s frustration towards society’s
expectations have grown year by year and she
is having trouble controlling herself and she
was taken into custody in 2022. This has caused
Ramona shame and she thinks she has failed as
a guardian. But despite all of this, Carmen is a
lively girl who loves to dance and has found a
safe haven among the empty apartments: She
likes to dance there away from disapproving
gazes.
Through Carmen, but also Ramona and Tilda, the
spectator experiences what it is like to be a part
of one of Europe’s most discriminated minority the Finnish Romanis.
DIRECTOR PIHLA VIITALA
PRODUCERS JUHA LÖPPÖNEN & VENLA HELLSTEDT
PRODUCER’S EMAIL JUHA@TUFFIFILMS.COM
CO-PRODUCTION COMPANIES MOMENTO FILM (SE),
DRÔLE DE TRAME (FR)
FINNISH BROADCASTER YLE
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Read more about the
Focus on Finland export venture

www.apfi.fi/en/focus-on-finland

